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As a financial mentor for the members of his church since 2012, and having 
individually invested for more than a decade, Ryan Rowe has founded Rowe 
Financial. Ryan believes his clients deserve an advisor who has been in the trenches 
of investing, and thus he has taken it upon himself to positively influence the 
financial lives of those in his community. He is dedicated to helping you achieve 
your investment goals by providing personal attention and quality services.

Phone: 330.204.1899 

ryan@rowefinancial.biz 

www.rowefinancial.biz

community and church to develop a complete 
investment portfolio. As a long-time financial mentor 
for his church, Ryan has years of experience with 
helping others reduce debt while maximizing savings 
and charitable giving. Ryan provides cost-efficient 
portfolio construction, comprehensive wealth 
management services, and ongoing discussions to 
earn your confidence and help you achieve your 
goals.

Ryan resides in Tuscarawas County with his wife, 
Heather. He is a fan of the Ohio State Buckeyes and 
all three of Cleveland’s professional sports teams. 
Ryan is active in his church and is heavily involved in 
many groups within the Sugarcreek community.

Rowe Financial, LLC is a Registered Investment Adviser. Information presented is for educational purposes only and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the 
sale or purchase of any specific securities, investments, or investment strategies. Investments involve risk and unless otherwise stated, are not guaranteed. Be sure to first 

consult with a qualified financial adviser and/or tax professional before implementing any strategy discussed herein. Past performance is not indicative of future 
performance. Please refer to the prospectus before making an investment decision.
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What Makes Rowe Financial Different?
As an independent investment advisor representative, Ryan Rowe is able to provide a different 
approach than what’s become expected from the common commissioned advisor. He offers a 
comprehensive selection of investment solutions to implement your financial planning 
requirements, including investment management, educational planning, cash flow planning, 
generosity planning, and wealth transfer.

As for the retirement process, Ryan understands its dynamics. No one can predict the future, and 
one simple change or factor can dramatically affect your retirement outcome. A trusted advisor 
like Ryan can help guide you through life’s difficult decisions including retirement planning, 
buying your first home, and getting through the financial decisions brought on by any number of 
life’s many twists and turns.

Beneficiary Planning: I build a strategy which 
accommodates your Estate Plan to help ensure 
your retirement assets are properly distributed to 
loved ones for future generations.

Before establishing his practice, Ryan found himself 
in a position of financial security and desired to help 
others reach the same level of confidence. After 
advising his closest friends and family, Ryan soon 
felt it was time to reach out to his community in 
order to make more of a Kingdom Impact. Inspired 
by Jeremiah 29:11, Ryan took a leap of faith in late 
2014. He believed he had a higher calling and 
could more significantly influence the members 
of his community.  Thus, Ryan studied and trained to 
become an Investment Advisor Representative and 
ultimately founded Rowe Financial.

Now, Ryan enjoys working with individual investors, 
small-business owners, and members of his 

Income Planning: A strategy is designed to 
generate retirement income that will help ensure 
you will live comfortably the rest of your life.

Investment Planning: I formulate a strategy designed 
to help you protect and grow your retirement savings 
by carefully selecting and monitoring your 
investments.

Tax Planning: In an effort to pay the least amount 
of tax possible, I devise a strategy that employs 
techniques to help maximize your retirement 
accounts.

“For I know the plans 

I have for you,” 

declares the Lord, 

“plans to prosper you 

and not to harm you, 

plans to give you 

hope and a future.”

~ Jeremiah 29:11
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